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ART
• Art
• Art - DT
• Textiles
• Art, Craft & Design
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In Art you will be assessed on 4 main areas, each worth 25%.
AO1 – Artist Research

AO2 - Experiment

AO3 - Record

AO4 - Present

To express my opinion about an artists
work and use their work to inspire my
own. To write about my ideas.

To use basic materials and to refine/ make
improvements to my work.

To draw from observation, use tone, detail
and plan my ideas.

To develop my ideas into a piece of work,
bringing together all of my ideas.

Artist Research: Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Pablo Picasso was the most dominant and influential artist of the early
20th century. Pioneering the art movement Cubism, alongside Georges
Braque, he also invented the technique of collage, and made major
contributions to the movements Symbolism and Surrealism.
Picasso challenged the notion of art presenting a true reality, and often
distorted his artworks in bizarre ways. He also used symbolism to express
his thoughts on objects, people and events. Picasso became focused on
collage, using his art to show how the world can be viewed as an
arrangement of signs and symbols. He often used objects and animals as
metaphors for bigger ideas, and often presents himself as a bull.

Showing Multiple Viewpoints

Complementary Colour Theory
Complementary
colours are pairs of
colours that are
opposite each other on
the colour wheel. The
pair always includes
one hot colour and
one cold colour. They
are used by artists to
create a bold contrast.

To show different viewpoints you can:
•
Layer multiple images
•
Repeat images
•
Collaborate on one piece
•
Distort (or twist) the image

And always remember…
…the 3 Rs: Respect your book, respect your room and respect each other.

Art Process
Collage means when you arrange
smaller pieces together to create one
artwork (usually by cutting and
sticking). The way you arrange your
composition can show different
meanings e.g. a busy, layered
composition could represent chaos, or
anger.

This term you will explore the following Key
Terms:
• Cubism
• Still Life
• Composition
• Distortion
• Symbolism
• Complementary colour theory
• Narrative and satire in Art
• Collaborative Art

Composition
Composition means a layout (or
how you arrange your work). You
can change the composition to
symbolise different meanings, or
to help the viewer focus on what
is important. The way you
arrange your work can also help
to create a narrative (tell a story).

Blending Techniques
To create smooth transitions between
colours and tones you should:
• Keep your equipment clean.
• Apply the material gradually and
carefully.
• Layer enough of the material to
ensure there are no gaps.
• Always use light colours first, then
darker tones.
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DEFINITIONS: THE 8 FORMAL ELEMENTS OF ART
•Line – a mark or stroke made with a material.
•Tone – the application of light, medium and dark colours (often to create a 3D or realistic effect).
•Colour – the use of effect of pigment in a picture.
•Shape – a flat outline without tone (appears to be 2D).
•Form – a 3D object (or an image which appears to be 3D).
•Texture – the qualities of a surface and how it feels e.g. rough. smooth, etc.
•Pattern – a decorative design, often showing a repeated image or shape.
•Composition - the layout, or arrangement of details in an image.
DEFINITIONS: KEY TERMS FOR THIS UNIT
•Distortion - the appearance of an image being twisted, bent, crooked or exaggerated.
•Manipulate – to handle, change, or make adjustments to something.
•Cubism – an art movement developed in the early 20th century.
•Art movement – a style in art that is particular to a time and place.
•Still Life – inanimate objects represented in art.
•Symbolism - representing deeper meanings using images or objects.
•Complementary colour theory - pairs of colours opposite each other on the colour wheel, used for
contrast e.g. blue and orange. The pairs always include one warm colour and one cool colour.
•Narrative – a sequence or story.
•Satire – to expose or ridicule someone or something using humour and sarcasm.
•Collaborative Art – art made together by two or more people.
•Collage – using different images or pieces and putting them together in a composition (usually made
by cutting and sticking).
5
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Textiles Carousel
Confectionery
Keywords

Definition

Applique

A piece of fabric that is
sewn or ironed on to
another piece of fabric.

Reverse
Applique

Two pieces of fabric with
the top fabric having a
shape cut into it showing
the second piece of
fabric.

Motif

Basic Embroidery Stitches
To create your applique or collage you will need to trace
each section on either tracing paper or fusible backing.
Pin or iron the backing onto your chosen fabrics and cut
out the shapes. Use embroidery techniques to add detail.

French Knot

Repeat Pattern

A decorative image or
design, especially a
repeated one forming a
pattern.
Is a cloth that is
constructed by man-made
or natural fibres. Fabrics
can be printed with a
design when purchased.

Embroidery

Decorative stitching that is
used to create a design or
picture produced either by
hand or machine.

Thread

Thin strands of fabric wound
tightly together. Used with a
needle to hold two pieces of
fabric together permanently.

Cross Stitch

Stages
1. Designing
2. Planning
3. Construction
4. Decorative finishes
5. Evaluating

Illustration of design using
ink, pencil colours, pen
and print

Fabric

Running Stitch
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Priscilla Jones
Textile Artist
Whipped Running Stitch

Business
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Computer Science
Keywords
RAM

Random Access Memory is volatile and stores the data which is being used while the device is on.

Fetch – Decode - Execute Cycle

ROM

Read Only Memory is non-volatile. It stores the information needed for a device to turn on (boot up).

Volatile/Non-Volatile

Volatile means that data can be lost. Volatile means it can not.

Solid State

Solid state drives are expensive and have no moving parts. Flash memory is an example.

Magnetic

Magnetic drives use magnets to store data. They are cheaper but not as reliable. A HDD is an example.

Optical

Optical storage uses lasers. They are the cheapest and most cost efficient but can be damaged easily.

CPU

Central Processing Units are the main component of the Fetch, Decode, Execute cycle.

Firewall

A firewall contains a database which helps to stop viruses and harmful files entering your computer.

Encryption

Encryption is a way of scrambling up data. This is done to make it more secure.

Authentication

Authentication is a form of checking you are who you say you are. This is done through passwords normally.

MAC Address Filtering

MAC addresses are unique to a device. When filtering, a device has a list of MAC addresses which can use it.

Cipher

A cipher is a set of rules on how to encrypt or decrypt data.

Variable

A variable has a name, value and a data type. A variables value can change in a program.

Algorithm

A series of steps which must be completed in order to perform a task or meet a goal.

Pass

When a bubble sort goes from right to left. Multiple passes are often needed to sort data.

Compression

Compression is changing a file in order to make the size smaller.

Lossy

Lossy compression is where data is lost in the compression process. This often means the file is poorer quality.

Lossless

Lossless compression is where data is not lost on the compression process. This often involves an algorithm.

Boolean

A data type which value can only be true or false: T/F or True / False.

String

A data type which value can only be more than one character, symbol or number. E.g. M22 9RH.

Integer

A data type which value can only be a whole number. E.g. 121

Real/Float

A data type which value can only be a decimal number. E.g. 121.05

Character

A data type which value can only be a single character. E.g. ‘K’

Iteration

A loop. There are two types. Condition controlled (while) and count controlled (for).

Selection

An if or elif statement. They contain condition(s) and outcomes.

Fetch: The CPU fetches
instructions from the RAM
Decode: The CPU decodes
the instructions
Execute: The CPU processes
the data

Encryption

RLE
Bit Level
Byte Level
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ENGLISH – MY SISTER LIVES ON THE MANTLEPIECE
Themes
Grief
Everyone in Jamie’s family deals with the grief of Rose’s death differently. Jamie
and Jas deal with it with more maturity than their parents, however. Jamie still
realises that family and friends are the most important things to help you deal
with loss, rather than just wallowing in your sadness (Jamie’s dad), or ignoring
and running away from your problems and grief (Jamie’s mum).
Prejudice
The theme of prejudice is introduced to the novel by Jamie’s dad hateful view of
Muslims. In the story we see how his prejudice leads to Jamie’s ignorance and
prejudice, which he overcomes through friendship. The story also helps us to
understand how prejudice can often come from unfair generalisations, caused
by hate, grief and ignorance, and shows us that we must challenge such views,
but also understand why people have ended up with such mistaken beliefs.
Bullying
Jamie didn’t make friends in London, and experienced bullying. As we read the
novel, we see how this has affected his sense of self-worth and confidence.
Jamie then experiences bullying from Daniel, who we see bullies Sunya, too,
although she reacts differently to Jamie, standing up for herself. We also see
how Daniel’s bullying behaviour often comes as a result of his jealousy
or insecurity (making it to ‘heaven’ before anyone else+football match), so
might be an attempt to make himself feel better about his self-worth. Jamie’s
dad also bullies Jamie, by not respecting Jamie’s friendship with Sunya and
trying to enforce his views regardless of how Jamie feels. Again here we see how
bullying can be cause by people who can’t deal with their own emotions.
Key Terms
Protagonist: This is the main character in your story who drives the plot
forward.
Harry Potter is the protagonist in the Harry Potter series.
Character Arc: This is a term for the general change a protagonist. goes
through throughout the story, as they deal with their conflict and grow and
change
In Harry Potter, Harry becomes more confident and discovers a new family for
himself and defeats Lord Voldemort.
Narrator: The person from whose perspective or viewpoint the story is told.
The novel ‘My Sister Lives on the Mantelpiece’ is written in the 1st person and
Jamie is our narrator.

Key Characters
Jamie:
Jamie is our 10 year old protagonist. As a consequence of his sister Rose’s tragic death, Jamie has
been forgotten and neglected by his father, and abandoned by his mother. Jamie struggles to make
friends at school, and was bullied when he lived in London. Jamie has made one great friend in the
Lake District, Sunya, but is confused, as he knows his father would be furious with him for being
friends with a Muslim. Jamie loves his sister Jas, and looks up to her, but he wishes he could make
her happier.
Sunya:
Sunya shares Jamie’s passion for superheroes, and refers to herself as ‘Girl M’. Sunya befriends
Jamie and helps to defend from the bully Daniel throughout the story, even though Jamie often acts
rude and strange to her.
Jamie’s Dad:
Jamie’s dad is still grieving over the loss of his daughter, Rose. He can’t accept that she is dead, and
so keeps her urn on the mantlepiece, often talking to it, and giving it gifts. As a result of his grief,
Jamie’s dad is an alcoholic who fails to take care of Jamie and Jas, often forgetting to take care of
them. His behaviour was one of the reasons Jamie’s mum left, as he blamed her for Rose’s death,
because she didn’t tell Rose to stop playing around.
Jas:
Jas was Jamie’s twin sister, and even though she thought Rose was bossy, she still misses her.
Compared to Jamie, Jas is much braver and more independent. Jas often takes care of Jamie, like on
his birthday, as if she was his mum. Jas chooses to dye her hair to ensure that she doesn’t look like
Rose.
Key Quotations:
“Sometimes when I wake up, I forget that she's gone and then I remember and my heart drops like it
does when you miss a step or trip over a kerb.” (Jamie talking about his mother.)
“My sister Rose lives on the mantelpiece. Well, some of her does. (Jamie talking about his deceased
sister’s remains.)
“I swallowed all the doubt and all the disappointment and all the anger and they were almost too
big, like vitamin pills that are difficult to get down even with water.” (Jamie dealing with the
negative emotions caused by bullying and neglect. )
“We exploded into laughter. We do the same joke every single day and it never ever gets
boring.”(Jamie and Sunya sharing a joke)
“If guilt was an animal then it would be an octopus. All slimy and wriggly with hundreds of arms that
wrap around your insides and squeeze them tight.” (Jamie talking about hjs guilt, because of
his friendshio with Sunya )
“He stamped on my foot and spat in my face, and said get out of our school and go back to London,
loser.” (Daniel bullying Jamie.)
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FOOD

Cleaning Cross contamination Cooking Chilling

Food group

Nutrient

Function in body

Fruit/Vegetables

Vitamins

Fight disease

Potatoes, bread…

Carbohydrate

Energy

Beans, pulses,
fish…

Protein

Muscle growth/repair

Dairy…

Calcium

Bone/teeth growth

Oils and Spreads

Fat

Insulation of body
14
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GEOGRAPHY
Key concepts:
Conflict - A conflict is a struggle between people which may be physical, or

between conflicting ideas.

Urban challenge - Problems in what are sometimes termed the 'social',
'economic' or 'cultural' environment. The environmental impacts
of urban activities that are of no concern to humans, either now or in the future.
Government corruption - Political corruption is the use of powers by
government officials or their network contacts for illegitimate private gain.
Environmental factors – the impacts that human activity has on the physical
environment.
Economic factors - Economic Factors are the factors that affect
the economy and include interest rates, tax rates, law, policies, wages, and
governmental activities.
Social factors - Socially factors are things that affect someone's lifestyle. These
could include wealth, religion, buying habits, education level, family size and
structure and population density.
Key Terms

Meaning

Africa’s location

Africa is a continent south of Europe, between the Atlantic
Ocean and the Indian Ocean.

Child soldier

Children in the military are children who are associated
with military organisations, such as state armed forces and
non-state armed groups. Throughout history and in many
cultures, children have been involved in military
campaigns.

Blood diamonds

Blood diamonds are diamonds mined in a war zone
and sold to finance an insurgency, an invading
army's war efforts, or a warlord's activity.

Resolution

Conflict resolution can be defined as the informal or
formal process that two or more parties use to find
a peaceful solution to their dispute.

Push factor

A “push-factor” is something that encourages an
individual to leave, or emigrate from, a certain
place.

Distribution

Distribution refers to the way something is spread out or
arranged over a geographic area. The concept
of distribution can be applied to nearly everything on
Earth, from animal and plant species, to disease infections,
weather patterns, and man-made structures

Map to show the distribution of child solider
Key Terms

Meaning

Pull factor

A “pull-factor” is something that attracts individuals
to migrate to a certain place.

Resources

A resource is any physical material constituting part
of Earth that people need and value. Natural
materials become resources when humans value
them.

Piracy

Piracy is an act of robbery or criminal violence by ship
or boat-borne attackers upon another ship or a
coastal area, typically with the goal of stealing cargo
and other valuable items or properties.

Mining

Mining is the extraction of valuable minerals or other
geological materials from the Earth.

Imports

An import is a good or service bought in one country
that was produced in another.

Exports

Exports are the goods and services produced in one
country and purchased by residents of another
country.

16
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GEOGRAPHY
Key concepts:
Urbanisation - means an increase in

the proportion of people living in urban
areas compared to rural areas.

Shanty towns - (also called a slum or

squatter settlement) is a settlement of
impoverished people who live in
improvised dwellings made from scrap
materials.

Natural hazards – is the threat of a
naturally occurring event impacting
people.
Tectonic plates - are pieces of Earth's

crust and uppermost mantle. They are
massive, irregularly shaped slab of solid
rock.
Key Terms

Meaning

Key Terms

Meaning

Favelas

Favela, also spelled favella, in Brazil, a slum or
shantytown located within or on the outskirts of the
country's large cities, especially Rio de Janeiro and São
Paulo.

Layers of the earth

Crust, mantel, inner core, outer core.

Plate boundary

Where two different tectonic plates meet. There are 3 different types
of plate boundaries; conservative, constructive and destructive plate
boundaries.

Earthquake

An earthquake is the shaking of the surface of the Earth resulting from
a sudden release of energy in the Earth’s crust that creates seismic
waves.

Volcano

A volcano is a rupture in the crust of a planetary-mass object, such as
Earth, that allows hot lava, volcanic ash, and gases to escape from a
magma chamber below the surface.

Tsunamis

A tsunami is a series of waves in a water body caused by the displacement of a
large volume of water, generally in an ocean or a large lake. Earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions and other underwater explosions above or below water all
have the potential to generate a tsunami.

PPP

Prediction, protection and preparation.

Self help scheme

The authorities in Rio de Janeiro have set up self-help schemes
in the favelas. People are given tools and training to improve
their homes. Low-interest loans may be used to help people
fund these changes. People may be given legal ownership of the
land they live on.

Location of Rio de Janeiro

See map above. Rio de Janeiro has a population of 6.5 million
with a further 12.5 million in the urban area. Rio is located in
the southeast of Brazil on the Atlantic coast, in South America.

Legacy

Legacy is something that is left behind to be
remembered by, for example the Olympic legacy.

Continental drift

Tectonic plate theory

17
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HISTORY
Skills concept Key words:
Cause- The reason why something happens.
Reason- A cause, explanation, or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation- A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference- An educated guess based on evidence.
Significance- How important an event/ someone is.
Misconception- A view that is incorrect because of faulty understanding.
Key terms
Meaning
Factory
A building or group of buildings where goods are manufactured or
assembled chiefly by machine.
Industrial
A broad term used to describe large scale work, usually through the
manufacture of products.
Manufacture
To make something on a large scale using machinery.
Workhouse
A building where very poor people in Britain used to work, in the
Industrial Revolution, in exchange for food and shelter.
Poor Laws
A series of laws made to provide relief and improve the lives of the poor.
Poverty
Living without some or all of the basic needs of human beings.
Urban
Having the characteristics of a town or city.
Population
All the inhabitants of a particular place.
Conditions
The circumstances or factors affecting the way in which people live or
work, especially with regard to their well-being.

Knowledge concept Key words:
Rights-Freedoms we have that are protected by our laws
Labour- Hard work, usually undertaken by an unskilled worker.
Urbanization- The increase in the number of people living in towns or cities.
Revolution- A period of great change.
Public Health- Attempts to improve the health of the population and prevent disease.
Source Routine:
What does the source suggest?
How do you know?
What do you know?
SAAM:
Say Reason
Add knowledge
Add knowledge
Magic sentence
Key people
John Snow
London doctor who recognised the
connection between Cholera and
contaminated water.
Louis Pasteur
French scientist who theorised that
microorganisms called germs caused
diseases.
Robert Koch
German scientist who identified a series
of different germs and linked them to
specific diseases.
Sir Robert Peel
Prime minister who created the police.

Key terms
Meaning
Disease
Illness or sickness characterised by specific signs or symptoms.
Cholera
An infectious disease often caught from infected water supplies,
causing severe vomiting, diarrhoea and often death.
Germ Theory
The idea that germs cause diseases.
Government
The group of people who make laws and take decisions on behalf
of all the people.
Mandatory
The word used to describe something that needs to be done and is
often required by law to do so.
Reform
Make changes to something in order to improve it.
Voting
Voting is a method for a group, to make a decision based on the
majority.
Chartists
A working class organization that aimed to improve the rights of
the people.
Peelers
The nickname given to the first police officers.

Peterloo Massacre 1819
A clash between the army and working
class reformists in Manchester, which

Metropolitan Police Act 1829
London Police formed. The first
professional police force in the

Cholera outbreak in London 1827-1837
London is struck with this deadly
waterborne disease due to unhygienic

Creation of the poor laws 1834
Public concern for the high proportion of poverty
forced the government to create the poor laws

Jack the Ripper
Murders 1888-1891
Series of murders

lead to the deaths of 18 people.

world.

conditions.

to provide financial support to disabled, young
and old poor people.

committed
London.
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iMedia

Drawing Text

Keywords
Extremism

The holding of extreme political or religious views

Propaganda

Information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote a political cause or point of view.

Sexting

Sending pictures, video, audio or texts which are of a sexual nature.

A

Grooming

The action by a paedophile of preparing a child for a meeting with the intention of committing a sexual offence.

B

Sexual Predator

Someone who hunts down victims with the intent of having sex with them. Done through digital devices.

Client

Someone who uses the services of products from a company.

Audience

Who something is intended for.

Composition

The layout. We use this word to discuss the layout of a digital graphic.

Graphic

A digital image.

Symbolism

When something represents another thing. For example, red represents anger.

Serif

Text which is not curved at the ends and is the same thickness throughout.

Sans-Serif

Text which is not the same thickness throughout and has decorative flicks at the end of the letters.

Node

An idea or concept stemming off the main title in a mind map.

Sub-Node

An idea or concept stemming off a node a mind map.

Mood board

An arrangement of images, materials, pieces of text, etc. intended to evoke or project a particular style or concept.

A.

Width – this is how wide you want
the document

B.

Height – how tall you want the
document

C.

Resolution – this can only be
changed when the width and height
are measured in CM or INCHES. It
means how many pixels will be
placed within a square inch. The
higher the number the clearer the
image.

D.

Canvas Colour – this lets you choose
what colour you want your canvas
(background) to be. You always
should select transparent

C
D

Drawing Shapes

Annotation

A note by way of explanation or comment added to a text or diagram.

Dimensions

The measurement of height and width, normally in pixels. When multiplied together it gives a resolution.

DPI

Dots per Inch: is a measurement of how many pixels fit into an inch, the higher the number the clearer the image.

Reliability

Whether something is trustworthy. We normally look for the date, time and author of a website to help us decide.

Bias

Inclination for or against one view, especially in a way considered to be unfair.

Copyright

A legal right, given to an author of digital content for a fixed number of years, to print, publish, perform, film, or
record literary, artistic, or musical material. If this is not respected it is breaking the law.

Client Requirement

A list of wants or needs given by a client during a project.

Evidence

When evaluating your work you must give evidence to back up what you are saying.

Justification

Justification requires evidence when evaluating. It is describing why something is the case.

21

Fill (Inside Colour)

Outline (Outside Colour)

MFL
• Mandarin
• Spanish
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Mandarin

HOBBIES, SPORTS AND DAYS OF THE WEEK
你的爱好是什么？
我的爱好是…
看书
听音乐
买东西
上网
看电影
看电视
玩儿电脑游戏
玩儿滑板

Hobbies
nǐ de ài hào shì shén me?
wŏ de ài hào shì …
kàn shū
tīng yīn yuè
mǎi dōng xi
shàng wǎng
kàn diàn yǐng
kàn diàn shì
wánr diàn nǎo yóu xì
wánr huá bǎn

Days of the week
What is your hobby?
My hobby is/are…
to read
to listen to music
to go shopping
to surf the Internet
to watch films
to watch TV
to play computer games
to skateboard

Sports
运动
踢足球
打篮球
打乒乓球
打网球
跑步
游泳
打球

yùn dòng
tī zú qiú
dǎ lán qiú
dǎ pīng pāng qiú
dǎ wǎng qiú
pǎo bù
yóu yǒng
dǎ qiú

sport
to play football
to play basketball
to play table tennis
to play tennis
to run
to swim
to play ball games

23

星期一
星期二
星期三
星期四
星期五
星期六
星期日

xīng qī yī
xīng qī èr
xīng qī sān
xīng qī sì
xīng qī wǔ
xīng qī liù
xīng qī rì

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

喜欢
不喜欢
会
不会

Verbs
xǐ huan
bù xǐ huan
huì
bù huì

to like
to dislike
can
can’t

Question words and adverbs
shuí
Who…?
谁
nǐ ne?
How about you?
你呢?
yě
also, too
也

Year 8 Knowledge Organisers - Autumn TERM 1 2020

SPANISH - Mi Ciudad (My City)
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Maths
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Autumn 1 - Maths Year 8 Knowledge organiser – Proportional Reasoning
Ratio and Scale
•A ratio is a way of showing the relationship between two or more quantities.
•Orange paint is made by mixing red paint and yellow paint. Below are some different representations of how this is done.
•We can write the ratio of red to yellow as 3:2. This is read as ‘three to two’.
Ratio of red to yellow
Picture
Shade of orange What would orange paint look
like made using a ratio of:
3:2
a) 5:1
b) 1:3
3:1
c) 4:2
4:1
d) 2:3
e) 1:1
1:2
• Drawing a bar model to represent a problem involving a ratio can help you answer lots of questions:
• Abbie and Ben share some sweets in the ratio 3:5. Ben gets 20 sweets. Ben
→ 20 ÷ 5 = 4 → 4 4 4 4 4 =20 32
• So Ben gets 20 sweets, Abbie gets 12 sweets, they get 32 sweets in total. Abbie
=12
4 4 4
Multiplicative Change
• If two quantities are in direct proportion, when one triples so does the other. When one doubles, so does the other. When one is
quartered, so does the other. If one gets 10 times bigger, so does the other. When one gets 18 times bigger, so does the other. And so on.
• There are lots of examples of direct proportion, with different ways to structure your work:
£1 = $1.24 → use a proportion quad
4 scoops of ice cream cost
£4.80 → use a ratio table
→

Scoops

4

8

2

6

60

54

£

£4.80

£9.60

£2.40

£7.20

£72

£64.80

5km = 8 miles → use a
double number line →
Multiplying and Dividing Fractions
2
4
2
4
×5
3
5
3
2

3×5

2

2
3

6

1

3 × 5 = 5 = 15

4
5

× =

8
15

Number

3

Reciprocal

1
3

1
4

4

2
5
5
2

𝑥𝑥

1
𝑥𝑥

÷ 34
↑

→ × 1.24

£1

$1.24

£34

$42.16

÷ 1.24 ←

↓
× 34

3
4
1
1
3
1
2÷
2÷ =6 1 1 1 →
÷ =3
3
3
4
4
4 4 4
• Dividing by a fraction will give the same result as multiplying by its reciprocal.
1
5
1
5
2
1
1
1
÷6
→ 3÷6=5
3
3
3
3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ÷ 5 = 1 × 6 = 1×6 = 6 = 2
3
6
3
5 3×5 15 5
6 6 6 6 6 6
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Year 8

•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge Organiser

Rock ‘N’ Roll
Influenced by Jazz/Blues
Often used the 12 bar blues
structure.
Pop music was used heavily
on early television as it was
appealing to all audiences.
Instrumentation: Drums,
guitar, bass, vocals, keys.
Artists: Little Richard, Pat
Boone, Bobby Darin, Connie
Francis…

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Popular Music

Influenced by R&B and Blues
Chords were simple and
repetitive.
Catchy Lyrics
Groups were becoming more
popular, such as The Beatles
and The Temptations!
Artists: The Beatles, Neil
Diamond, Etta James, Frank
Sinatra, Louis Armstrong, The
Temptations.
Rebellious

Artists: Will Smith, Spice Girls, Britney
Spears, Sinéad O’Connor, Nirvana…
Rap music started becoming more
popular, as did R’n’B and Hip Hop.
There were many new songs that
were aimed more at children, that you
may still hear at birthday parties such
as The Ketchup Song, The Cha Cha
Slide, and Barbie Girl!
Lots of variety of sub-genres and
styles, meaning the standard ‘popmusic’ features and chord structures
had more variety and complexity.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

ABBA who won the Eurovision in 1974
and rose to fame through TV!
Groups were still highly popular, for
example The Carpenters, The Jackson
Five and The Bay City Rollers!
Influences from Disco and Funk
Heavy use of bass and ‘wah-wah’
pedals (for electric guitars)
Record players were more readily
available and were making their way
into many homes.
Artists: ABBA, Saturday Night Fever,
Wild Cherry, Fleetwood Mac…

This is where you will start to recognise
music that you have grown up with!
Artists: NSYNC, Beyonce, Lady Gaga,
Destiny’s Child, Eminem, Avril Lavigne…
Many different styles and sub-genres.
The iPod and MP3 players that were
more portable then cassette players
made pop music more accessible.
Top of the Pops was a great way to find
new music, as well as MTV which was
still popular!
Use of music technology becomes very
common in the 2000’s.
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•
•
•
•
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Autumn Term 1

•

•
•
•
•

The use of music technology
was becoming more popular,
especially the use of
synthesisers and drum
machines.
Artists: A-ha, David Bowie,
Lionel Richie, Whitney Houston,
Bonnie Tyler, Queen, Prince…
More complex instrumentation
Complex structures in the
songs, for example: Bohemian
Rhapsody by Queen.
Music videos were becoming
more popular and were shared
across the world on MTV.

A revolutionary and transformative
decade for music
Music genres that were most popular
had changed, and new genres continued
emerging.
Mega-stars became as popular as in the
80’s such as Lady Gaga, Taylor Swift,
Beyonce and Justin Bieber.
The MTV era ended in this time, as it
was more common to hear new music
through live-shows and album sales.
Streaming music became the new
normal, and CD’s started to lose sales.
YouTube played a part in making new
artists popular, such as Justin Bieber
who was discovered on YouTube!

PE
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Rugby

Advanced rules
Positions – In rugby union a full team consists of 15 players, each having a specific role. These
roles include 2 prop players, 1 hooker, 2 lock/second row, 2 wing forwards, number 8, scrum
half and fly half.
Advantage – This law allows the game to be more continuous and have fewer stoppages.
Sometimes a stoppage in play may deprive the non-offending team of an opportunity to
score. In this instance, the referee will allow play to continue rather than penalise the
offense.
Skills and techniques
Kicking – there are three different types of kicking used in rugby depending on the situation,
these are known as the punt, drop kick and the place kick. The place kick is used in rugby for
attempting a shot after a penalty has been awarded of when converting a try.
Scrum - Scrums tend to be for offences such as accidental offside, obstruction, a knock-on or
forward pass, or if a maul or ruck becomes unplayable and no-one is at fault. The ball is
thrown into the middle of the tunnel between the two front rows, at which point the two
hookers can compete for the ball, attempting to hook the ball back in the direction of their
team mates.

Netball

Advanced rules
Each playing position has a specific role and can only play in specific areas of the court – goal
shooter, goal attack, wing attack, centre, wing defence, goal defence and goal keeper.
Centre pass – if a player breaks the centre pass a free pass is awarded
Footwork – one you are in possession of the ball you can on pivot with the ball, if this rule is
broken a free pass is awarded
Contact/obstruction – netball is a non-contact sport and defenders must remain at least 3ft
away from the player with the ball. If this rule is broken a penalty pass is awarded
Skills and techniques
Marking a player – Preferably stand on to the attacker, read position (bend knees and hips)
on toes to move around quickly, if marking a shot arms can be fully extended in front of you.
Interception – Head up looking at direction of play, knees slightly, position yourself In front
of attacker, always catch the ball with two hands and do not hit it away.
Footwork - A player can receive the ball: With one/both feet grounded or jump to catch the
ball and land on one/two feet simultaneously and pivot on the spot with the other foot If
you break the footwork

Badminton

Advanced rules
Scoring – The side winning a game serves first, at 20 all the side which gains a 2 point lead wins,
the side winning a rally adds a point to its score.
Doubles – Serve must cross diagonally, the serve is taken from the right side of the court if score
it even and left if score is odd, court lines used are the outer side lines and short back line.
Skills and techniques
The overhead clear – This is a defensive shot performed from the rear court. To execute: stand
side on, raise racket arm behind you in a L position, non-racket arm is used for aim/accuracy,
bend knees slightly to push body weight forward, contact he shuttle at its highest points (above
head), complete full arm swing and follow through.
Smash shot – This is an attacking shot. To execute: use forehand grip, move quickly towards the
shuttle, ideally face side on in a strong position, stretch your racket arm as far back as possible,
raise your none racker arm for balance, contact the shuttle at highest point, Jump as high as you
can and swing racket forward, the trajectory of the shuttle must be downwards.
Disguised shots – The are used to deceive you opponent and make them think you are playing a
different shot. These include the drop shot, flick shot and net shot.

Football

Advanced rules
Offside - a player is in an offside position if any of their body parts, except the hands and arms,
are in the opponents' half of the pitch, and closer to the opponents' goal line than both the ball
and the second-last opponent
Set Play - Is a situation when the ball is returned to open play, following a stoppage (foul or ball
going out of play). Example of set plays are a corner, free kick, penalty or throw in.
Cards -Yellow and red cards are used as a means to discipline players for misconduct during the
game. A yellow card is used to caution players, while a red card results in the player's dismissal
from the field of play.
Skills and techniques
Advanced dribbling - There are many variations of dribbling in football used to outwit and
opponent. The more advanced types of dribbling and turns you will learn include: speed dribble,
change of pace dribble, cross over dribble, reverse dribble, Cruyff turn, drag back,
Shooting – Advanced shooting involves being able to adjust shot selection based on your
opponents positions. These variations may include include finesse shot, power shot, inside of
foot shot, outside of foot shot, chip shot.
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NATURALISM

Practitioner in Performance

Making theatre onstage look as true as
possible, having believable characters,
a clear storyline as well as using set and
props that look realistic.

NON-NATURALISM

Deliberately making the performance
more stylised and less realistic. Set and
props usually represent other things
and there is not always a strict plot.

The key non-naturalistic
practitioner is:
Bertoltinclude:
Brecht
Key techniques

The key naturalistic practitioner
is:
Konstantin Stanislavski

Breaking the 4th Wall- interacting directly
with the audience.

Key techniques:
Magic If- Asking yourself “what would I do if I
was in this situation?”
Given Circumstances- The information we know
about a character from reading the play

Placards- using large signs to give the
audience information or instructions.
Narration- having a character describe the
action onstage.

Objectives-The goal that a character wants to
achieve in each scene.

Use of songs- using upbeat music to make
fun of a serious social issue.
Multi Role- playing more than one character
within a performance

Superobjective- If the objective is a character’s
goal in one scene, what do you think their
superobjective would be?
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Physical Theatre and Movement
Physical Theatre is a combination of dance and drama
and uses elements of both. It is a highly stylised, nonnaturalistic and visual style of drama.
You can use physical theatre instead of using props and
costumes. You can also add lights and sound to make the
movements more interesting.
Physical Theatre involves using movements, body expression
and shapes to express emotions and tell stories, sometimes
without any talking!
Physical Theatre is very interpretive which means it can mean
different things to different people. Think about how you can
make your story as clear as possible with your movements.
You will study the Rumble Scene in the musical West Side Story
(1957). Here we have two street gangs called The Sharks and
The Jets, led by Bernardo and Riff who are having a knife fight to
decide who is the strongest gang on the West Side of New York
City. Riff’s friend Tony tries to stop the fight, but the
consequences are disastrous.
Jerome Robbins directed and choreographed the performance
and wanted to use very stylish and exaggerated movements to
represent a fight. He combined music and dance by matching
the fast, sharp rhythms of jazz dancing with the acrobatic leaps
and extensions of ballet. All the while we see drama being
performed in the facial expressions and the speech of the
leaders as they roar at one another and scream in pain.

Whilst studying Physical Theatre you will also study the work of
Frantic Assembly.
Formed in: 1994 in Swansea University
Created by: Scott Graham
Style and techniques: Using movement and physical theatre to tell
stories. They often use lifts, large ensemble casts and highly
energetic choreography to create very engaging performances.
Notable performances: Othello, The Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Night Time, Tiny Dynamite, Lovesong and Stockholm.
33
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Power and Belief
Key terms
Myth

A traditional story, typically involving supernatural beings or events.

Proverb

A short well known saying giving truth or advice

Interpretation

Explaining the meaning of something

Egocentric

Thinking of oneself, without thinking of others

Materialistic

Believing that having money and possessions is the most important
thing in life

Free Expression

Having freedom to express your thoughts and beliefs without harm

Narcissism

An unrealistic sense of superiority

Vanity

Excessive pride in your own appearance or achievements

Mount
Olympus

The highest mountain in Greece

Key Debates

Key terms
Stewardship

The job of supervising or taking care of something

Reincarnation

The belief that a living being starts a new life after death

Moral

To do with behaviour being right and wrong

Ahimsa

Respect for all living things in Hinduism

Moral Evil

Evil caused by human acts

Natural Evil

Evil which no human can be held responsible for

Suffering

Pain, hardship or distress

Just

Based on what is right or fair

Sacred Earth

The idea that the Earth is special and deserves respect
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Stewardship
and The Earth

• Stewardship considers human activity such as pollution,
deforestation and climate change.
• Most people, whether they are religious or not, agree that the
planet is special and deserving of care and respect.
• Many religious people would say that the world is sacred, or holy,
as it has been created by a God or a divine power, and that humans
are responsible for ensuring it is looked after for future
generations.
• Christians, Jews and Muslims believe that God made human beings
stewards of the Earth
• In Hinduism, there is the principle of ahimsa which means nonharm to other living creatures.
• Buddhists believe the world is all interconnected and that humans
are not above nature, the environment or animals

The existence
of suffering

• Questions about suffering and evil have always been a big
challenge for religious believers
• It has caused some people to doubt the existence of God
• Many religions argue that free will explains the existence of moral
evil
• Buddhism sees suffering an important part of human life
• In Hinduism and Sikhism it is believed that people who suffer less
lived good lives before they were reincarnated

Science
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Science: Respiration and Organ Systems
Key facts – Cell Biology and Organisation

Animal Cell

Cells found in animals. They contain: cell membrane, cytoplasm, nucleus,
ribosomes, and mitochondria.

Plant Cell

Cells found in plants. The contain all organelles found in animal cells plus: cell wall,
vacuole and chloroplasts.

Tissue

A group of identical cells working together.

Organ

Group of different tissues working together to do a particular job.

Organ system

A group of organs all working together to do a particular job.

Key facts – Circulatory System
Circulatory system
Heart
Blood vessels

Blood

Nutrient groups
Food tests

Digestion
Enzymes
Bile
Physical digestion
Chemical digestion

It is made up of three parts: the heart, blood vessels and the blood itself.
Pumps blood around the body. Consists of four chambers: two atria and two
ventricles
The three blood vessels are the arteries (thick and muscular and carry blood
away from the heard), veins (contain valves and carry blood to the heart) and
capillaries (1cm thick and connect arteries and veins)
Blood consists of red blood cells, white blood cells, plasma and platelets

Key facts – Digestive System

The seven nutrient groups are carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins,
minerals, fibre, water
We can test for different food groups:
Iodine – turns from yellow to blue/black with starch
Benedict’s solution – when heated, turns from blue to brick red with glucose
Biuret – turns from blue to lilac with protein
Ethanol and water – turns milky-white with fats
The breakdown of large insoluble food molecules to smaller soluble ones.
Enzymes are biological catalysts that speed up digestion
Produced by the liver and helps with the breakdown of fats
Where physical actions break down the food e.g. chewing, squeezing of the
stomach
Where chemical action helps break down food e.g saliva, acid in the stomach
and enzymes acting in the mouth, stomach and intesitnes

Key facts – Respiratory System

Aerobic
Respiration

The process by which energy is released by cells in the presence of oxygen
Glucose + Oxygen → Carbon dioxide + Water + energy

Anaerobic
Respiration

The process by which little energy is released by cells in the absence of oxygen.
Glucose → little energy + lactic acid

Gas exchange

When oxygen passes from the lungs into the blood stream and carbon dioxide passes
from the blood stream to the lungs

Alveoli

Tiny air sacs in the lungs, where gas is exchanged during breathing.

Bronchi

The bronchi are the two major air tubes in the lungs.

Bronchioles

The many small, branching tubules.

Trachea

The tube that leads from the mouth towards the lungs.

Key facts – Reproductive System
Reproductive system

A group of organs that work together for the purpose of sexual reproduction.

Egg

The female sex cell. Also known as ova (plural) or ovum (singular). They are
produced in the ovaries

Sperm

The male sex cell. They are produced in the testes

Fertilisation

The fusing together of a male and female sex cell. It occurs in the oviduct of the
female system
Also known as a womb. This is where the fertilised egg (ovum) develops and the
baby grows
Also called a 'period'. The monthly loss of blood and tissue from the lining of the
uterus.

Uterus
Menstruation
Gestation
Placenta
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The time during which a fertilised egg develops into a baby ready to be born.
An organ responsible for providing oxygen, nutrients, and removing waste
substances from the foetus (developing baby)
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Year 8 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser
Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

21th Sept ‘20

29th Sept ‘20

5th Oct ‘20

12th Oct ‘20

19th Oct ‘20

26th Oct ‘20

English
Maths
Science
History
Geography
Spanish
Art
Dance
Drama
Musical Theatre
PE
Business
Food
3D Design
IT
Computer Science
Power and Belief
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Notes:
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